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Abstract 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) are integrated to 

investigate the macroscopic dynamics of fluid-particle-structure interaction (FPSI) problems. With SPH 

the fluid phase is represented by a set of particle elements moving in accordance with the Navier-Stokes 

equations. The solid phase consists of physical particle(s) and deformable solid structure(s) which are 

represented by DEM using a linear contact model and a linear parallel contact model to account for the 

interaction between particle elements, respectively. To couple the fluid phase and solid particles, a local 

volume fraction and a weighted average algorithm are proposed to reformulate the governing equations 

and the interaction forces. The structure is coupled with the fluid phase by incorporating the structure’s 

particle elements in SPH algorithm. The interaction forces between the solid particles and the structure 

are computed using the linear contact model in DEM. The proposed model is capable of simulating 

simultaneously fluid-structure interaction (FSI), particle-particle interaction and fluid-particle 

interaction (FPI), with good agreement between complicated hybrid numerical methods and 

experimental results being achieved. Finally, a specific test is carried out to demonstrate the capability 

of the integrated particle model for simulating FPSI problems with the occurrence of structural failure.  

Keywords: Discrete Element Method; Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics; Fluid-Particle-Structure 

Interaction; Free Surface Flow; Structure Failure. 
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建拳件嫌建 Twist value of parameter 結捲建 External value of parameter 

Mathematical notation for superscripts 潔 Direct contact force between solid particles 健 Lubrication force 穴 Drag force 決 Buoyancy force 喧嫌 Interaction between solid particle and structure particle 血嫌 Interaction between fluid particle and structure particle 喧血 Interaction between solid particle and fluid particle 券剣堅兼欠健 Normal component of parameter 嫌月結欠堅 Shear component of parameter 穴欠嫌月 Dashpot in linear contact model 潔堅件建 Critical value of parameter 

 

1. Introduction 

Fluid-particle-structure interaction problems have been frequently encountered in the flooding events 

with the collapse of infrastructures (e.g. buildings and bridges), where the particles could be soil, 

sediment and/or debris. Particularly, stone bridges which are one of the most common masonry bridges 

in the UK were widely built in the past due to the availability of stone and easy construction, and many 

of those historic and listed masonry bridges are still in service in the UK. Masonry bridges were built 

through the application of rock blocks with high compressive strength to transmit the loads to the 

ground. In fact, masonry bridges cannot resist a high amount of the shearing load in comparison with 

modern concrete bridges, therefore they are at risk of being damaged and even collapsed due to the 

occurrence of flooding, which imposes enormous impacts on local transportation, and it is costly to get 

them repaired/rebuilt. Preventing or mitigating such unexpected accidents could be attained through 

proactive reinforcing or strengthening techniques which are  preferred in order to make the bridges 

more resistant to scouring and buoyancy effects caused by flooding. To address this challenging 

problem, a combination of interdisciplinary knowledge of geotechnical, hydraulic and structural 

engineering are required to better understand the complicated interaction mechanism among bridges, 

flood water and soil/sediment/debris. This also raises a demand for a robust and reliable computer model 

to fulfil the requirement of large-scale simulation in order to predict the simultaneous interaction 

between soil/sediment/debris, flood and bridges/buildings. Up to now, there are various computational 

or numerical models for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) [1-3] or fluid-particle interaction (FPI) [4-6], 

and they have been extensively studied in terms of problem scales and numerical methods. However, 



to the authors’ best knowledge, computational models that are capable of handling the simultaneous 

interaction between fluids, particles and structures are rarely reported.  

One of the challenging issues involved in FPSI problems is the contact detection and subsequent 

collision and separation between two particles or between a particle and a structure/boundary. It 

becomes even more complicated when a fracture of the structure is allowed to create new surfaces 

which may interact with the particles and fluids. Therefore an explicit Lagrangian method to capture 

the movement of individual particles is required. Although both Eulerian and Lagrangian methods have 

been well developed for fluid flow and structural analysis, but to integrate particles with fluid and 

structure a single Lagrangian computational framework would usually be preferred.  

When simulating a discontinuous system of particles, discrete element method (DEM) is usually 

considered due to its simplicity and capability of handling the contact and interaction between particles. 

The interaction forces at the contacts are governed by a force-displacement law driven and used to 

determine the movement of each individual particle according to the Newton’s Second Law. In addition, 

DEM can model the deformation (and failure) of a structure by simply adding a bond at the contact 

between a pair of particles to represent the material properties (elasticity and strength) of a structure. 

Comprehensive applications of DEM have been reported in modelling mixing processes of particles [7, 

8] and fracture of various engineering materials and structures such as rock [9], ceramics [10], concrete 

[11] and composites [12], etc.  

For the Lagrangian simulations of fluid flow, there are two widely-used mesh-free methods, e.g. 

Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) [13] and Moving Particle Simulation (MPS) [14]. In these 

two methods, Navier-Stokes equations, which are partial differential equations (PDEs), are transformed 

into ordinary differential equations (ODEs) through kernel approximation and particle approximation 

respectively, and the fluid domain is consequently dissolved into discrete particles with certain particle 

spacing. Both SPH and MPS provide approximations for partial differential equations (e.g. Navier-

Stokes equations), but a weighted averaging process applied in MPS is different from taking the gradient 

of the kernel function in SPH. It should be noted that another meshfree but Eulerian method, Lattice 

Boltzmann method (LBM) [15] solves Newtonian fluid flow with collision and separation models on a 

fixed space grid/lattice. As SPH and MPS methods are intended to approximate mathematical equations 

in the domain only by nodes without being connected by meshes, each discrete particles move 

continuously in accordance with surrounding particles, thus complex boundary flow and free surface 

flow can be easily accounted for. Due to this benefit, they have been popular in hydraulic engineering, 

for example, coastal erosion [16], sedimentation [17], sloshing and flooding [18].   

In this paper, SPH and DEM are coupled together to form an integrated particle model to simulate the 

interactions among fluid, particles and structure. As SPH and DEM are both meshfree particle methods 

under the Lagrangian scheme, the identification of free surfaces, moving interfaces and deformable 



boundaries can be handled straightforwardly [19]. Coupled SPH-DEM modelshave been developed and 

applied to multiphase flow problems with FPI in [20-22] and FSI problems in [23]. Other similarly 

coupled particle models in the Lagrangian framework  such as SPH-SPH [24] and MPS-MPS [25] have 

also been applied in either FSI or FPI problems, but the kernel functions used in SPH or MPS for 

particles and structures lack physical representations of particle-particle contact and structural failure. 

In other mesh-based coupled models for either FSI or FPI in Eulerian-Lagrangian scheme (e.g. CFD-

FEM model [26-29] and the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method [30, 31]) and Eulerian-Eulerian 

scheme (e.g. Finite volume method [32]), the accuracy of the solution is generally limited by large 

translation and rotation of the solid particles or significant deformation of the structure, consequently 

the mesh cells for fluid elements in those mesh-dependant models tend to become ill-shaped. Therefore 

remedies such as mesh regeneration and adaptive meshing have to be adopted to improve the mesh 

quality at the expense of sharply increased computational cost.  

When dealing with the interface between fluid and particles, two approaches have been developed so 

far. One is the direct numerical simulation (DNS) [25] and the other one is locally averaged Navier-

Stokes equation associated with local volume fraction [21]. In DNS approach, the drag force acting on 

particle phase is directly computed from the Navier-Stokes equations with assigned dynamic viscosities 

of the fluid and the particle, but when the same theory is applied to compute the interaction forces 

between particle phases it lacks physical representation of the collisions between particles. Whilst in 

the second approach, an empirical equation subjected to specific problems (e.g. the transport of 

sediment-induced by the movement of fluid flow) is required to evaluate the drag force, and the 

interaction forces between particle phases can be independent of the Navier-Stokes equations.  

In this study, an improved integrated particle model coupling SPH and DEM with a local averaging 

technique is proposed for the fluid-particle-structure interaction problems. In our previous study [23], 

the integrated model only dealt with fluid-structure interaction with the failure of the structure. As a 

further model improvement, the solid particle has been integrated into the current model to consider 

more complex engineering problems with fluid-particle-structure interaction. Validation tests for fluid-

structure interaction have been carried out in our previous work (e.g. fluid-structure interaction) [23] 

and validation tests for fluid-particle interaction are validated (e.g. fluid-particle interaction and 

particle-particle interaction) in the current study. Finally, a special case with the free-surface flow and 

structural failure is used to demonstrate the capability of the newly developed model in modelling fluid-

particle-structure interaction (FPSI) problems. 

2. Overview and Strategy  

2.1 Interaction forces 

The model proposed in this paper is essentially dependent on the definition of interaction forces existing 

among the particles, fluid and structure(s). When considering interaction forces amongst two identical 



phases (e.g. fluid-fluid, particle-particle, structure-structure), it is straightforward to handle them in 

either SPH or DEM scheme. To avoid confusion, ‘solid particle’ and ‘particle element’ are used 

thereafter to distinguish a real particle (which although is represented by a particle element in DEM) 

and a particle element in DEM or SPH. For interaction between a solid particle and fluid, hydrodynamic 

force is the only force transferred to the surrounding fluid which is represented by SPH particle 

elements. When a pair of solid particles are in contact, the overlap and friction determine the amount of 

contact force. The interaction between particle elements in a structure is dominated by the addition of 

a bond as a glue to stick the particle elements together and represent the material properties of a 

structure. However, more forces should be taken into consideration for interactions between two 

different phases. When solid particles are fully or partially immersed within a fluid, drag force and 

buoyancy force from fluid particle elements physically act on the solid particles and the interaction 

forces between the solid particles include direct contact force as well as lubrication force due to the wet 

surfaces around the solid particles. By following Newton’s Third law, the drag and buoyancy forces 

will be returned to fluid particles in equal amount but in opposite directions. As the structure is 

inherently built with bonded particle elements, the interaction between a particle element of the structure 

and a solid particle (which is actually represented by single particle element in this study) is naturally 

the same as the interaction between two solid particles.  The interaction between particle elements of 

the fluid and structure are simplified by introducing particle elements of the structure into the SPH 

computation algorithm to hydrodynamically interact with the particle elements of the fluid. An 

illustration of the integrated particle model is shown as below in Fig.1. Formulation and implementation 

of these interaction forces will be explained in detail in the next section along with a brief introduction 

of SPH and DEM theories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of interaction forces in the integrated particle model 

2.2 Local averaging technique and governing equations  

When dealing with a large amount of closely packed particles suspended within the fluid, it is too 

complicated to obtain direct solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations and the Newtonian equations of 

motion. Therefore, Anderson and Jackson [33] established a local averaging technique to replace 

mechanical variables (e.g. fluid density, fluid velocity or velocity of solid matters) by defining local 

mean variables over fluid regions or solid regions, which are smoothed out by a radial smoothing 

function.  

The local average of any field 欠┋  over a fluid domain can be derived by the convolution with the 

smoothing function as follow: 

 香岫捲怠岻欠岫捲怠岻 噺 豹 欠┋塚肉 岫捲態岻訣岫捲怠 伐 捲態岻穴撃 (1) 

 香岫捲怠岻 噺 な 伐 豹 訣岫捲怠 伐 捲態岻穴撃塚妊  (2) 

Where 捲怠 and 捲態 are coordinates of position and one dimension is assumed here for simplicity, 鉛 is the 

local mean voidage, 訣 is the smoothing function and 懸捗 and 懸椎 are volumes of fluid and solid particle, 

respectively. The integral is taken over the volumes of fluid or solid particle.  

In a similar fashion, the local average of any field 欠 over solid domain can be derived by integrating 

over the volume of solid particles: 
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 岫な 伐 香岫捲怠岻岻欠岫捲怠岻 噺 豹 欠┋ 岫捲態岻塚濡 訣岫捲怠 伐 捲態岻穴撃 (3) 

where the integral is taken over the volume of solid particle. 

As the local volume fraction of fluid phase is mathematically important to define the spatial distribution 

of phase density, the locally averaged fluid density 貢違捗 is then the product of the actual fluid density 貢捗 

and the local mean voidage of fluid 香: 

 貢違捗 噺 香 抜 貢捗 (4) 

The derived locally averaged fluid density is subsequently applied in the Navier-Stokes equations 

without considering the energy equation of the fluid phase and it is written as: 

 
経貢違捗経建 髪 貢違捗椛 ゲ 懸捗 噺 ど (5) 

 貢違捗 経懸捗経建 噺 伐香椛p 伐 繋捗鳥 伐 繋捗捗鎚 髪 椛 ゲ 酵 髪 貢違捗訣 
(6) 

where 懸捗 is the fluid velocity, pis the fluid pressure, 繋捗鳥 is the fluid-particle interaction force per unit 

volume acting on fluid ‘particles’ due to drag force acting on solid particles, 繋捗捗鎚 is the fluid-structure 

interaction force per unit volume, and 酵 and 訣 stand for the stress deviator tensor and gravitational 

acceleration, respectively. 

The motion of each solid particle is governed by various forces (e.g. drag force, lubrication force due 

to wet surfaces between particle pair and buoyancy force) which can be taken into consideration as 

follows: 

 兼椎 穴懸椎穴建 噺 布 繋椎頂 髪 布 繋椎鎮 髪 兼椎訣 髪 繋椎鳥 髪 繋椎長 髪 繋椎椎鎚 
(7) 

where subscript 喧 in this study is used to define the solid particle, 懸椎 is the velocity of solid particle, 繋椎頂 

is the sum of direct contact forces between the solid particles. 繋椎鎮 is the sum of lubrication forces arising 

between particles immersed in the fluid phase, 兼 is the mass of solid particle and it vanishes in x 

direction, 繋椎鳥  is the drag force acting on solid particle from surrounding fluid ‘particles’, 繋椎長  is the 

buoyancy force and 繋椎椎鎚 is the particle-structure interaction force. 

The structure is constructed through densely packed particle elements connected by bonds which 

represent the material property of the structure. More details of the bonds will be given in a later section. 

The forces acting on the structure are primarily the internal forces arising from interparticle bonds and 

the external forces from fluid and solid particles: 

 兼鎚 穴懸鎚穴建 噺 布 繋鎚長 髪 兼鎚訣 髪 布岫繋鎚捗鎚 髪 繋鎚椎鎚岻┸ (8) 



where subscript 嫌 stands for structure, 繋鎚長 is the sum of force transferred among bonds, 兼鎚 is the mass 

of a single particle element in the structure and it vanishes in x direction, and 繋鎚捗鎚 and 繋鎚椎鎚 are fluid-

structure interaction force and particle-structure interaction force, respectively. 

3. Discrete Element Method  

Discrete element method (DEM) as a Lagrangian method, was initially proposed by Cundall [11] to 

study the discontinuous mechanical behaviour of rock by assemblies of particle elements, i.e., discs in 

2D and spheres in 3D. Each particle element directly interacts with its neighbour and the contact force 

between two particle elements is determined through the overlap and the relative movements of particle 

pair according to a specified force-displacement law. Moreover, two particle elements can be 

considered as in indirect (or distance) contact when their distance is within a certain range [34]. The 

indirect contact enables long-range interaction between particle elements in a way similar to the Van 

der Waal’s forces between molecules according to a potential function in Molecular Dynamics (MD). 

The contact between two particle elements in DEM is typically represented by a spring and a dashpot 

in both normal and tangential directions, as well as a frictional element as shown in Fig.2. 

       

Fig.2 2D representation of a contact between two particle elements in DEM  

In this study, the interactions between the solid particles, solid particles with the bulk particle elements 

of the structure and solid particles with the boundary particle elements are modelled through a linear 

contact model which provides linear and dashpot components that act in parallel with one another. The 

linear component provides linear elastic (no tension) and frictional behaviour, while the dashpot 

component provides viscous behaviour [34].  

In addition to modelling the movement of discrete solid particles, DEM also allows particle elements 

to be bonded to represent a deformable structure. The linear parallel bond highlighted in Fig.3 in red 

dashed square glues two particles together and the thresholds of the bond (e.g. normal strength and 

shear strength) determine the breakage of the bond. When the stress exceeds the threshold value of 

strength, the bond is broken and the particles are separated and move as normal discrete particles. The 

linear parallel bond model can be decomposed into linear model and parallel bond model which are 

acting in parallel. More details will be discussed later in Section 3.2. 
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Fig.3 DEM particle elements with a parallel bond  

In this study, particle flow code PFC2D 5.0 [34], which is principally based on DEM theory, is adopted 

as the simulation platform. The code has many features such as particle searching algorithm and time 

integration that can be directly utilised for SPH. Thus SPH can be written in C++ and implemented into 

PFC2D 5.0 without too much coding work. The particle search scheme is based on a linked-list 

algorithm, in which the particle elements are sub-divided within different cells and identified through a 

linked list. PFC2D 5.0 uses a leapfrog technique for numerical integration to update field variables of 

each particle element. 

3.1   DEM model for solid particle(s) 

In FPSI problems, forces acting on solid particles include direct contact forces (from structures and 

other solid particles), drag force, lubrication force and buoyancy force (from fluid). The motion of a 

solid particle, which is represented by a single particle element in DEM, is governed by the resultant 

force as computed by Eq. (7). Equations for computing these forces are described below.  

3.1.1 Contact force 

The contact force acting on a solid particle is due to its contact with other solid particles and/or the 

particle elements of a structure. It is computed using force-displacement law and law of motion in DEM 

theory. A typical direct contact of particle pair is shown in Fig.4. 

 

Fig.4 Two particle elements in direct contact with an overlap 

The contact force vector at the contact is further resolved into normal and shear components with respect 

to the contact plane (as shown in Fig.4) [34]:  

 繋 噺 繋津墜追陳銚鎮 髪 繋鎚朕勅銚追 (9) 

where 繋津墜追陳銚鎮  and 繋鎚朕勅銚追 denote the normal and shear components, respectively. 
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The magnitude of the normal force is the product of the normal stiffness at the contact and the overlap 

between the two particle elements, i.e., 

 繋津墜追陳銚鎮 噺  計津墜追陳銚鎮戟鎚朕勅銚追 (10) 

where 計津墜追陳銚鎮 is the normal stiffness and 戟津墜追陳銚鎮 is the overlap. 

The shear force is calculated in an incremental fashion. Initially, the total shear force is set to zero upon 

the formation of contact and then in each timestep, the relative incremental shear-displacement is added 

to the previous value in the last time step: 

 繋鎚朕勅銚追 噺  繋鎚朕勅銚追 髪 弘繋鎚朕勅銚追 (11) 

 弘繋鎚朕勅銚追 噺  伐計鎚朕勅銚追弘戟鎚朕勅銚追 (12) 

 弘戟鎚朕勅銚追 噺  撃鎚朕勅銚追弘建 (13) 

where  計鎚朕勅銚追  is the shear stiffness at the contact, 弘戟鎚朕勅銚追  is the shear component of the contact 

displacement, 撃鎚朕勅銚追 is the shear component of the contact velocity and 弘建 is the timestep. 

In addition, the maximum allowable shear contact force is limited by the slip condition: 

 繋陳銚掴鎚朕勅銚追 噺 づ弁繋津墜追陳銚鎮弁 (14) 

where づ is the friction coefficient at the contact. 

In cases where a steady-state solution is required in a reasonable number of cycles, the dashpot force 

acting as viscous damping is grouped into the force-displacement law to account for the compensation 

of insufficient frictional sliding or no frictional sliding. In line with spring forces, the dashpot force is 

also resolved into normal and shear components at the contact: 

 繋津墜追陳銚鎮┸鳥銚鎚朕 噺 に紅津墜追陳銚鎮紐兼計津墜追陳銚鎮絞津墜追陳銚鎮 (15) 

 繋鎚朕勅銚追┸鳥銚鎚朕 噺 に紅津墜追陳銚鎮紐兼計鎚朕勅銚追絞津墜追陳銚鎮  (16) 

 兼 噺 兼沈兼珍兼沈 髪 兼珍 (17) 

where dash in superscript denotes dashpot, i and j in subscript denote the two particle elements in the 

contact pair, 紅 is the critical damping ratio and 絞 is the relative velocity difference between two particle 

elements in contact. 

3.1.2 Drag force 

The drag force acting on solid particles arises due to the resistance provided by the surrounding fluid 

which is represented by SPH particle elements. It mainly depends on both the relative fluid flow velocity 

and the local density of neighbour solid particles. The local density is derived through the local mean 

voidage of fluid SPH particle element, 香, which smooths out the nearby values of fluid SPH particle 

elements [20]:  



 香椎 噺 デ 香捗撃捗激椎捗デ 撃捗激椎捗 ┸ (18) 

where 撃捗  is the volume associated to the fluid particles, 激椎捗  is the kernel function used in SPH 

approximation, which is denoted by 激椎捗 噺 激岫堅椎 伐 堅捗 ┸ 月岻, where 堅 is the position vector and h is the 

smoothing length. 

The drag force is formulated as follows [20]: 

 繋椎長 噺 紅椎な 伐 香椎 岫懸捗博博博 伐 懸椎岻撃椎 (19) 

where 紅椎 is the interphase momentum transfer coefficient, 懸捗博博博 is the average fluid flow velocity around 

solid particle 喧. 

In accordance with the threshold value of 香椎, the value of 紅椎 is divided into two regimes by combining 

equations of Ergun [35] and Wen and Yu [36]:  

 紅椎 噺 菌衿芹
衿緊なのど 岫な 伐 香椎岻態香椎 航捗穴椎態 髪 な┻ばの盤な 伐 香椎匪 貢捗穴椎 弁懸捗博博博 伐 懸椎弁    香椎 判 ど┻ぱ

ば┻の系鳥 香椎岫な 伐 香椎岻穴椎 貢捗弁懸捗博博博 伐 懸椎弁香椎貸態┻滞泰     香椎 伴 ど┻ぱ  (20) 

where 航捗 is the viscosity of fluid, 貢捗 is the reference density of fluid, 系鳥 is the drag coefficient of a 

single solid particle and 穴椎 is the diameter of solid particle. 

The velocity of surrounding fluid flow is approximated using Shepard filter: 

 弁懸違捗弁 噺 デ 懸捗撃捗激椎捗デ 撃捗激椎捗  (21) 

where 懸捗 is the velocity of fluid particle.  

The drag coefficient 系鳥 is relevant to Reynolds number and given by: 

 系鳥 噺 崔 にね迎結椎 岫な 髪 ど┻なの迎結捗待┻滞腿胎岻    迎結椎 判 などどどど┻ねね     迎結捗 伴 などどど  (22) 

The Reynolds number of a fluid ‘particle’ is formulated as follow: 

 迎結捗 噺 弁懸違捗 伐 懸椎弁香椎貢捗穴椎航捗  (23) 

3.1.3 Lubrication force 

When solid particles are immersed within the fluid, the surfaces of particles become wet and the friction 

between wet surfaces are reduced in comparison to dry surfaces. The formula of lubrication force 

between two wet solid particles is derived from [37] as follows:  



 繋椎鎮 噺 畔伐 ぬ講航捗穴沈珍態ぱ盤弁捲沈珍弁 伐 穴沈珍匪 懸沈珍 ゲ 捲沈珍捲沈珍態 捲沈珍      捲沈珍 判 に穴沈珍ど     捲沈珍 伴 に穴沈珍  (24) 

where 件 and 倹 stand for solid particle i and solid particle j,  に穴沈珍 噺 岫穴沈 髪 穴珍岻【に is the cut-off distance 

and 穴沈【穴珍 is the diameter of solid particles, 懸沈珍 噺 懸沈 伐 懸珍 and 捲沈珍 噺 捲沈 伐 捲珍. 

3.1.4 Buoyancy force  

The buoyancy force generated by density differences is given by the following formula: 

 繋椎長 噺 香椎貢捗撃椎 ゲ 倦 (25) 

where 倦 is the unit vector parallel to the direction of the gravitational force acting on the solid particle. 

3.1.5 DEM modelling of particulate flow 

Particle-particle interaction in particulate flow is fully accounted for by DEM in this integrated particle 

model. Validation is carried out using the dry dam break test and the  results are compared with previous 

modelling [38, 39] and experiments [38]. In the experiment from [38], solid cylinders with a diameter 

of 1 cm and a length of 9.9 cm are initially stacked in 6 layers with a hexagonal distribution. The 

cylinders are made of aluminium with a density of 2700 kg【m戴, a Poisson’s ratio 0.3 and a Young’s 

Modulus of 69 GPa. The dimension of the tank is 26 cm in length, 10 cm in width and 26 cm in height.  

A plate is placed on the right-hand side of the stacked cylindrical columns and is quickly moved upward 

to trigger the movement of the cylinders under gravitational acceleration. A high-speed camera is used 

to record the transient behaviour of solid cylinders. A numerical model is constructed according to the 

initial configuration of dry dam break with a stack of solid cylinders, as shown in Fig.5. The friction 

coefficient of aluminium is set as 0.45, time step is 0.000001 and total simulated time is 0.5 s. 

Fig.5 shows the obtained numerical results which are compared with previous experimental and DEM 

results available in the literature. The present numerical results seem to accurately capture the positions 

of the cylinders throughout the collapse process. It can be concluded that the present unified particle 

model is capable of simulating the particle-particle interaction with a high accuracy. 

Time Experiment [38] DEM [39] DEM (Present) 

t=0.0s 

   



t=0.1s 

   

t=0.3s 

   

t=0.5s 

   

Fig.5 Dry dam break test for a time period 0.5 s. 

3.2   DEM model for structure(s)   

3.2.1 Contact stiffness  

The structure in the current study is modelled by DEM particle elements with identical sizes packed in 

a hexagonal form in plane stress condition. Each pair of particle elements in contact with each other are 

bonded together using a linear parallel bond. A theoretical formula derived previously [40]  has been 

used to correlate the contact stiffness  計沈珍 and the elasticity of the structure. Upon the use of a linear 

parallel bond model, the contact stiffness is the result of the combined effect of both particle elements’ 

stiffness and bond stiffness according to the following formulation [34]: 

 計沈珍 噺 畦倦徹撤博博博博 髪 倦沈珍 (26) 

 畦 噺 に迎博絞 (27) 

 倦沈珍 噺 倦沈倦珍倦沈 髪 倦珍 (28) 

where 迎博 and 畦 are the radius and cross-sectional area of the bond, respectively, 倦徹撤博博博博 is the parallel bond 

stiffness and 倦沈珍 is the equivalent stiffness of two contacting particle elements. In this study the radius 

of the bond is the same as the radius of the particle elements. If two particle elements have the same 

normal and shear stiffness,  倦沈 is then simplified as: 



 倦沈珍 噺 倦沈に 噺 倦珍に  (29) 

It is assumed that the internal forces within the structure are mainly passed through bonds rather than 

the direct contact between particle elements, e.g.  倦沈珍 噺 ど┻どな畦倦博沈珍 , 

 計沈珍 蛤 畦倦博沈珍 (30) 

Thus the parallel bond stiffness is determined by combining Eqs. (26) and (27) with Eq.(30). 

3.2.2 Fracture criteria  

As the mechanical behaviour of a structure is dominated by the bonds in DEM, the failure of the 

structure is determined by the strength of the bonds. In the present study, the DEM particles for the 

structure are regularly packed in a hexagonal form thus there is a theoretical relationship between the 

bond strength and the failure strength of the structure. A linear fracture criteria until the contact normal 

and shear stresses reach critical values was given by [41]: 

 血津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛 噺 迎博絞購通鎮痛に岫な 伐 荒岻 岫ヂぬ 伐 荒ヂぬ岻 
(31) 

 血鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛 噺 迎博絞購通鎮痛に岫な 伐 荒岻 岫な 伐 ぬ荒岻 
(32) 

 購津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛 噺 血津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛に迎博絞  
(33) 

 購鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛 噺 血鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛に迎博絞  
(34) 

where 血津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛 and 血鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛 are maximum normal and shear forces acting on the parallel bond, 購津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛  and 購鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛  are critical tensile and shear stresses. It should be noted that the above 

derivation is only valid for 2D simulations in plane stress condition. 

During the simulation, the parallel bond forces in normal and shear directions are updated at each time 

step through the force-displacement law: 血津墜追陳銚鎮 噺 畦計拍津墜追陳銚鎮弘絞津墜追陳銚鎮 (35) 血鎚朕勅銚追 噺 伐畦計拍鎚朕勅銚追弘絞鎚朕勅銚追 (36) 購津墜追陳銚鎮 噺 血津墜追陳銚鎮畦 髪 紅違 警長勅津鳥迎博荊 噺 計拍津墜追陳銚鎮弘絞津墜追陳銚鎮 髪 髪紅違 警長勅津鳥迎博荊  
(37) 

購鎚朕勅銚追 噺 弁血鎚朕勅銚追弁畦 髪 崔 ど┸ 岫に経岻紅違 警痛栂沈鎚痛迎博荊 ┸ 岫ぬ経岻
噺 計拍鎚朕勅銚追弘絞鎚朕勅銚追 髪 崔 ど┸ 岫に経岻紅違 警痛栂沈鎚痛迎博荊 ┸ 岫ぬ経岻 

(38) 



where 弘絞津墜追陳銚鎮 and 弘絞鎚朕勅銚追 are the relative normal-displacement increment and the relative shear-

displacement increment respectively, 警長勅津鳥 is the bending moment,  警痛 is the twisting moment and 紅違 
is the moment-contribution factor. It should be noted that 紅違 in Eqs. (37) and (38) is set to be zero in 

order to match those derived formulations in Eqs. (33) and (34). 

Then the strength limit is enforced to examine if the gained stresses exceed the threshold values of 

critical stresses. If the tensile strength limit is exceeded (i.e. 購津墜追陳銚鎮 半 購津墜追陳銚鎮┸頂追沈痛), then the bond is 

broken in tension, otherwise, shear-strength limit is enforced subsequently and the bond is broken in 

shear if 購鎚朕勅銚追 半 購鎚朕勅銚追┸頂追沈痛. Once the parallel bond model between two particle elements is broken, it 

is no longer active, and the linear contact model is then activated to account for the collision of these 

detached particles. More details about parallel bond can be found in [34, 42].  

As seen from Eqs. (37) and (38), the parallel bond behaves linearly and the plastic deformation is not 

taken into consideration herein. As for plastic or adhesive materials, several alternative models may be 

used by considering more complicated constitutive behaviour. One of them is the contact softening 

model [40] which is a bilinear elastic model and is similar to cohesive zone model (CZM) in continuum 

mechanics. In this study the structure is considered to be elastic. 

3.2.3 DEM modelling of structural deformation and failure 

Validations of DEM modelling of structural deformation and failure have been carried out in our 

previous study [23] by a case study of a tip-loaded cantilever beam. DEM and FEM have been adopted 

to compare the stress (j11) distribution of beam respectively. A good agreement was achieved in 

comparison with analytical and numerical results as discussed in [23].  

4. Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics 

4.1 Kernel and particle approximation 

Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian particle method and it was initially 

developed for solving astrophysical problems [43]. Later on, it has been extensively applied to fluid 

dynamics of multiphase flows [44], quasi-incompressible flows [13], heat transfer and mass flow [45] 

and so on. The core idea of this method is that the fluid domain is discretised by arbitrarily discrete 

particle elements without mesh generation and each particle element is assigned with mass, momentum 

and energy. The Navier-Stokes equations in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs) are 

transformed into ordinary differential equations (ODEs) through kernel approximation and particle 

approximation. Kernel approximation is the integration of multiplication of an arbitrary function and a 

smoothing kernel function, and next particle approximation is to replace the integral form of the 

function by summing up the values of the nearest neighbour particle elements. It should be noted that 



the neighbour particle elements must be located in a local domain called support domain shown in Fig.6, 

otherwise, the kernel function will be zero. 

 

Fig.6 Particle approximation for particle elemnt 件 within the support domain 倦月 of the kernel function 激. 堅沈珍 is the distance between particle elements 件 and 倹, 嫌 is the surface of integration domain, 硬 is the 

circular integration domain, 倦 is the constant related to kernel function and 月 is the smooth length of 

kernel function. 

After the manipulation of kernel approximation and particle approximation, the integral of a function 

and its derivative are given as: 

血岫捲岻 噺 豹 血岫捲 ┸岻激岫捲 伐定 捲 ┸┸ 月岻穴捲 ┸ (39) 

稿 ゲ 血岫捲岻 噺 豹 血岫捲 ┸岻激岫捲 伐鎚 捲 ┸┸ 月岻 ゲ 券屎王 穴捲 ┸ 伐 豹 血岫捲 ┸岻 ゲ 稿激岫捲 伐定 捲 ┸┸ 月岻穴捲 ┸ (40) 

In our previous study, a static tank test was simulated using SPH with cubic spline kernel [46] and 

Wendland kernel [23]. The use of Wendland kernel in static tank test showed the more orderly 

distribution of particle than cubic spline kernel, and thus it is adopted again in the simulations in this 

paper. 

Wendland 激岫堅┸ 月岻 噺 系朕 犯岫に 伐 圏岻替岫な 髪 に圏岻ど  
for ど 判 q 判 にfor q 伴 に  (41) 

 

4.2   SPH model for fluid  

Using local averaging technique and SPH approximations, the continuity and momentum equations in 

Eqs (5) and (6) can be expressed as follow: 

 
経香沈貢沈経建 噺 布 兼珍懸沈珍朝

珍退怠
項激沈珍項捲沈庭  (42) 



 穴懸沈穴建 噺 伐 布 兼珍岫 鶏沈岫香沈貢沈岻態 髪 鶏珍岫香珍貢珍岻態 髪 梗沈珍 髪 迎沈珍岻稿激沈珍津
珍退怠 髪 繋勅掴痛【兼沈 (43) 

 梗沈珍 噺 兼珍 岫づ沈 髪 づ珍岻堅沈珍貢沈貢珍岫堅沈珍態 髪 ど┻どな月態岻 懸沈珍 
(44) 

 迎沈珍 噺 懸陳銚掴態潔鎚態 嶐 鶏沈岫香沈貢沈岻態 髪 鶏珍岫香珍貢珍岻態嶐 岫 激沈珍激岫蔦牒岻岻替 
(45) 

where 繋勅掴痛 噺 デ岫繋捗捗鎚 髪 繋捗捗椎岻 is the external forces including fluid-particle interaction force and fluid-

structure interaction force, 梗沈珍 is the non-artificial viscosity term with separate physical viscosity of 

each particle element derived in [47], ど┻どな月態 in the denominator is meant to avoid singularity, 迎沈珍 is 

the anti-clump term introduced into the momentum equation to prevent particle elements from forming 

into small clumps due to unwanted attraction [48], the maximum velocity of the fluid medium is given 

as 懸陳銚掴 噺 怠怠待 潔鎚, and  弘鶏 is the initial particle spacing. 

The fluid pressure is calculated under the assumption of weakly compressible flow [13]: 

 鶏 噺 稽岫磐貢沈貢待卑廷 伐 な岻 (46) 

where 紘 is a constant taken to be 7 in most circumstances, 貢待 is the reference density and B is the 

pressure constant. The subtraction of 1 on the right-hand side of Eq.(46) is to remove the boundary 

effect for free surface flow [19]. 

For the fluid-particle interaction, the drag force acting on a solid particle (i.e., a single DEM particle 

element) returned to a fluid particle element in SPH is determined as a partition of the drag force in 

proportion to the weight of each fluid particle element: 

 繋捗捗椎 噺 伐 兼捗貢捗 布 な鯨沈 繋椎長激捗椎 
(47) 

 鯨沈 噺 布 兼珍貢珍 激沈珍 (48) 

   

where superscript 血喧 represents the interaction between fluid and particle and 決 is the buoyancy force. 

5. Boundary treatments in SPH and DEM 

In this study, boundaries for SPH and DEM are treated separately. When fluid particle elements in SPH 

approach to a real boundary, two layers of fixed boundary particle elements are placed next to the real 

boundary and opposite to the approaching SPH particle elements in order to prevent them from 

penetrating the boundaries. Those fixed boundary particle elements evolve in terms of no-slip condition 

with SPH particle elements during the same computation algorithm, but their density, position and 

velocity are not changed throughout the simulation. When dealing with solid particles and structure 



particle elements in DEM, a line boundary is placed at the real boundary and a linear contact model is 

employed to account for particle element-wall interaction in DEM. It should be noted that DEM particle 

elements have no interaction with the fixed boundary particle elements in SPH, even though in some 

cases there may be an overlap between them. An example of the boundary treatment in SPH and DEM 

is shown in Fig.7. 

 

Fig.7 Boundary treatments in SPH and DEM 

6. Implementation and computational flowchart 

The overall algorithm process is depicted in Fig.8. First of all, particle elements and boundaries are 

generated under initial conditions. Once the simulation begins, each particle element searches its 

surrounding particle elements through the linked-list scheme and interaction forces are computed. For 

structure particle elements, they are subjected to hydrodynamic forces from fluid particle elements, 

direct contact forces from solid particle elements and inherent bond forces from themselves. The bond 

forces determine the breakage of the bond if the excess of tensile strength is reached. The fluid particle 

elements are not only subjected to hydrodynamic forces but also under the reaction forces (e.g. drag 

forces and buoyancy forces) from solid particle elements using the technique of Shepard filter. In 

addition, to drag forces and buoyancy forces from fluid particle elements, direct contact forces also 

exist among solid particle elements. In terms of boundary treatment, boundary particle elements are 

specific for SPH particle elements through SPH algorithm. On the other hand, boundary lines work for 

DEM particle elements according to the linear contact model when DEM particle elements approaching 

to boundaries. After the calculations of interaction forces acting on each particle elements, its position, 

velocity and density are updated at each time step until the end of calculation.  
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Fig.8 Computational flow chart of the integrated particle model 

6. Interaction between fluid, particles and structure 

6.1 Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) 
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In this study, fluid-structure interaction is governed by Newton’s Third Law in which the forces on the 

structure from the fluid and the forces on the fluid from the structure are equal in magnitude but opposite 

in direction. The interaction forces between fluid SPH particle elements and structure DEM particle 

elements evolve with the SPH algorithm. The density and the pressure for structure DEM particle 

elements remain unchanged at all times, and only their velocity and position evolve with time. Two 

simulation cases were carried out in the author’s previous work [23] to represent typical fluid-structure 

interactions. The first case is the dam break with an initial block of elastic gate, and it was validated 

against experimental and numerical results [24]. The second case captured the process of structural 

failure of bottom-end fixed elastic gate under dam break condition. 

6.2 Fluid-Particle interaction (FPI) 

6.2.1 Single particle sedimentation 

Particle sedimentation has been extensively studied and verified [49, 50], and will be used to validate 

current integrated particle model for fluid-particle interaction. In this section, a case with a single 

particle settling in the fluid is simulated first and then the interaction between multiple particles and 

fluid is further investigated later. In this simulation, a particle with a density of 1250 kg/m3 and a radius 

of 0.00125 m is initially placed in a box with a width of 0.02 m and height of 0.06 m as shown in Fig.9. 

The centroid of particle has a vertical distance of 0.04 m to the bottom of the box. The box is filled with 

fluid with a density of 1000 kg/m3 and viscosity of 0.01 Pa·s. The particle falls down due to the 

gravitational acceleration of 9.81 m/s2 until it hits the bottom of the box. A total physical time of 1 

second is simulated. For numerical parameters, the boundary particle spacing and fluid particle spacing 

are 0.00125m and 0.0015m, respectively. The Wendland kernel is applied with a smoothing length 

0.003m and the time step is set to be 0.000002s. 

 



 

 

Fig.9 Configuration of single particle sedimentation test  

In Fig.10, longitudinal coordinate and longitudinal velocity of the particle are compared with numerical 

results from other researchers using immersed particle method (IBM) and Lattice-Boltzmann method 

(LBM) [50]. In general, the results obtained from the present SPH-DEM model almost match with those 

of IBM-LBM, and a minor difference is found at 建 噺 ど┻ぱ嫌 when the particle settles down to the bottom. 

This may be caused by the assumption of compressible flow used in current SPH method, and SPH 

particle elements can interact with each other with minor compression and expansion at different time, 

which can cause the fluctuation of particle element’s velocity to affect the calculation of drag force. In 

addition, the restriction in the ratio of the resolution of fluid particle element to the diameter of solid 

particle element has been reported in [21] in terms of the fluid resolution length scale, which is one of 

the main assumptions in locally averaged Navier-Stokes (AVNS) equations. When a smoothing length 

is large enough, a smoother porosity field will be produced. On the other hand, a much finer fluid 

resolution with shorter smoothing length can result in less smoothness of porosity field. This confirms 

that the calculated porosity field is relatively larger, so that the solid particle element with faster terminal 

velocity drops downward.    
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Fig.10 Longitudinal coordinate (a) and velocity (b) against time 

6.2.2 Multiple particles sedimentation 

A 2D simulation of two-phase dam-break test is carried out to further validate the proposed model. The 

initial configuration of the test is depicted in Fig.11. In this simulation, solid particles with a density of 

2500kg/m3 and an identical diameter of 0.0024m are randomly packed and aligned with the left and 

bottom boundaries of the reservoir and the moving boundary. The volume of the assembly of solid 

particle elements is estimated to be equivalent to 200 g in total mass, same as in the experiment and 3D 

simulations in [20]. It should be noted that the mass of solid particle elements in 2D simulations is 

different from that in 3D simulations or experiments in [20]. Fluid particle elements with a density of 

1000kg/m3 and viscosity of  ぱ┻ひ 抜 など貸替P ゲ s are orderly distributed with a height of 0.1 m and a width 

of 0.05 m. The solid particles, each of which is represented by a DEM particle element, are completely 

immersed within the fluid. It should be noted that the overlap between solid DEM particle elements and 

fluid particle elements is due to the visualisation of SPH particle elements and has no effect on the 
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simulation. When the solid DEM particle elements reach equilibrium after few cycles (e.g. no more 

energy dissipation), the simulation begins and the moving boundary moves upward at a constant 

velocity of 0.68 m/s in the Y direction to initiate the movement of the mixture of solid particles and 

fluid in the X direction. The total physical time is 0.2s and the numerical timestep is set to be に┻ど 抜など貸滞s. The boundary particle spacing and fluid particle spacing are 0.0015m and 0.0024m, respectively, 

and the Wendland kernel is applied with a smoothing length 0.003m.The behaviour of wave fronts is 

captured after quick removal of the dam and numerical results are compared with other experimental 

and numerical data from [20].  

 

 

Fig.11 2D representation of the two phase dam-break test  

In this test, the dynamic behaviour of solid particles and fluid at the early stage of dam-break flow is 

observed and snapshotted at a time interval of 0.5 s. Fig.12 shows the numerical results in comparison 

with experimental and other researcher’s numerical results. As the moving boundary starts moving 

upward, there is no restriction to inhibit the movement of fluid and solid particles. Subsequently fluid 

drags solid particles to move in the flow direction. Compared to sample experimental and numerical 

results, the flow pattern of either solid particles or fluid seem to match well at t=0.05 s, 0.10 s and 0.15 

s. However, at time t=0.2 s, the solid particles and fluid move faster and the wavefront in the current 

study hits the boundary wall earlier. The present study is in 2D, so the forces acting on a solid particle 

from other solid particles as well as the fluid in the 3rd direction (i.e. thickness direction) is not counted, 

which subsequently should have caused differences in the movement of solid particles. In addition, in 

the experimental study [20], the diameters of solid particles are not constant, though the mean diameter 
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of solid particles is 0.0027 m, which is slightly greater than the constant diameter used in the current 

study. Even though the constant diameter of solid particles can bring benefit in producing a smooth and 

stable porosity field, they may affect the overall interactions between solid particles. 

Time Experiment [20] SPH-DEM [20] SPH-DEM (Present) 

t=0.05s 

  

t=0.10s 

  

t=0.15s 

  

t=0.20s 

  

Fig.12 Two phase dam-break test for a time period of t=0.2s 

Next, two dimensionless numbers are introduced to make a quantified comparison for the propagation 

of wavefront: 

 権茅 噺 権欠 (49) 

where 権 is the position of wave front in x-direction, 欠 is the width of dam, which is 0.05m 

 建茅 噺 建紐に訣【欠 (50) 

where t is the physical time and g is the absolute value of gravitational acceleration. Fig.13 shows the 

normalised front wave position before touching the left end wall against the characteristic time. It is 

noted that the fluid in authors’ simulation moves slightly quicker than that in experiment after the 

release of moving boundary, hence for better comparisons, the last data point in the author’s results is 

taken at the time when the wavefront hits the left end wall. In the author’s results, it’s a difficult to judge 



an accurate position of the front wave as fluid particle elements in the area of front wave do not 

completely move in order after interacting with solid particles. Especially for time at 0.1s, a clearly 

visible void at front wave area can be seen. As a result, the accuracy of front wave position cannot be 

guaranteed, as it is sacrificed by assigning the most front fluid particle as the front wave position. In 

spite of this, the overall trend of the front wave positions is acceptably close to those from experiment 

and other numerical results. 

 

Fig.13 The normalised front position against the characteristic time  

6.3 Fluid-particle-structure interaction (FPSI) 

In this section, a test including the interaction between fluid, particles and structure is simulated to 

demonstrate the capability of the integrated particle model to tackle the simultaneous interaction 

between fluid, particles and structure. Due to the direct contact between solid particles and structure 

particle elements, same linear contact model in DEM used in particle-particle interaction is adopted for 

calculating particle/structure interaction forces. The configuration of the test is shown in Fig.14, which 

is similar to the previous dam-break test, but the moving boundary is replaced by a deformable structure 

with a density of 1100 kg/m3, which bottom is fixed. The material properties and numerical parameters 

for fluid and solid particles used are the same as those in section 6.2.2. Two scenarios are considered 

by assigning different failure strengths for the structure to better illustrate the initiation of failure as well 

as post-failure behaviour. The tensile strength of parallel bonds is set as ね┻ど 抜 など替 Pa and に┻ど 抜 など替 Pa 

in Case I and II, respectively. The contact stiffness in normal and shear directions derived through [40] 

are set as な┻どにな 抜 など苔 and な┻どにね 抜 など胎 in both cases. Relatively low strength values are deliberately 

chosen in order to allow the fluid induced fracture to occur. 
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Fig.14 Configuration of the dam-break test with Fluid-Particle-Structure interaction  

In Fig.15, at t = 0.05 s, in both cases, the structure deforms due to resultant forces from the fluid and 

the solid particles. For visualisation purpose, the SPH particles are not plotted out and velocity vector 

is presented to show the fluid flow. In case II the structure has larger deformation before it fails around 

0.1 s. For the structure with a lower strength, it breaks into more small pieces after hitting the bottom 

wall, which moves like debris and consequently makes the fluid flow more complex. It can also be 

clearly seen the fluid flow through the gaps between the debris. On the contrary, the structure with a 

higher strength has more cracks near the bottom end at t = 0.1 s, and the fluid tends to overpass the 

failed structure resulting less displacement along the bottom wall. This integrated particle model used 

in FPSI with structural failure is not experimentally validated yet, but these results have demonstrated 

its capabilities. 
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Fig.15 SPH-DEM modelling of FPSI with fracture 

7. Conclusions 

An integrated particle model based on the coupling of Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Smoothed 

Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been proposed and developed to perform two-dimensional 

simulations of fluid-particle-structure (FPSI) interaction problems with structural failure. DEM is used 

for the contact between solid particles and is then extended to model the deformation/fracture of a 

structure with the introduction of the bond feature, in which particle elements are packed in a hexagonal 

distribution and a bond glues each particle pair as parts of a structure. The fluid phase is represented by 

SPH particle elements governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. When dealing with the interaction 

between the fluid and solid particles, the local averaging technique is used to account for the volume of 

solid particles in the fluid. For the interactions between the solid particle and solid particle/structure, 

the linear contact model is applied to simulate the direct contacts. In the meantime, particle-formed 

structure is involved in the SPH algorithm to compute the interaction forces between fluid and structure. 

In terms of boundary treatment, SPH and DEM particles are treated separately using fixed boundary 

particle elements and a linear contact model, respectively. 

The proposed integrated particle model can model any individual phase of fluid, particle and structure, 

as well as any combination of phases (e.g. two or three phases). Several validation tests have been 



conducted against other numerical and experimental results. For individual phase, fluid flow in dam-

break test and deformation of structure under static loading can be referred to the author s’ previous 

paper [23], whilst particle phase has been studied and validated in this paper using a dry dam-break test 

with a stack of solid cylinders in two-dimensions. For any two combined phases, simulations of fluid-

structure interaction (FSI) with/without fracture has been carried out in the authors’ previous paper [23], 

whilst fluid-particle interaction (FPI) and particle-structure interaction (PSI) have been investigated in 

this paper using a sedimentation test of a single particle, two-phase flow dam-break test and an low-

velocity impact test, respectively. For single particle sedimentation, the fluctuation of settling velocity 

of a solid particle is due to the assumption that fluid is compressible in SPH theory so that the 

surrounding fluid particles can be compressed or expanded at any timestep, which gives rise to the 

fluctuation of surrounding fluid velocity and the terminal velocity of the solid particle is affected by the 

ratio of the resolution of the fluid particle to the diameter of the solid particle. According to authors’ 

experience, even though the results in single particle sedimentation are satisfactory, some improvements 

are still needed in order achieve more accurate results as produced by other methods such as LBM. In 

the two-phase dam-break test, the results for the dynamic behaviour of front wave are promising, but 

the lack of a third dimension neglects the effect of the thickness of solid particles. Finally, all phases 

are combined together and a special case is presented to illustrate the fluid-particle-structure interaction 

(FPSI) with/without structural failure. In comparison with other results, the results obtained here are 

found to be satisfactory and encouraging for future work. However, for FPSI cases there is a lack of 

experimental results for validation. In order to maximise the versatility of this integrated particle model, 

the extension to three-dimensional model and some improvements (e.g. advanced physical models and 

parameter tuning) in a specific engineering problem in the future are necessary to be robust and reliable, 

so that it has the capability of handling any real engineering problems. 
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